Architectural Review Board Report
Architectural Review Board Meeting: October 21, 2019
Agenda Item: 7.3
To:

Architectural Review Board

From:
Cc:

James Combs, Associate Planner, ARB Liaison
Stephanie Reich, AIA, LEED AP, Design & Historic Preservation Planner

Subject:

19ARB-0054 to modify an existing sign program to allow a sign adjustment
for an upper level sign at a medical office use within an existing commercial
building.
Address:
Applicant:

1260 15th Street
Mahyar Mansouri, ZDX Industries, Inc.

Recommended Action
It is recommended that the Architectural Review Board reconsider ARB application
19ARB-0054 based upon the analysis and conditions provided within this report.
Executive Summary
Proposed is a modification of an existing sign program to allow a 133 square foot upper
level sign at the top of the high-rise portion of the existing building in addition to the 170
square feet of sign area previously approved for the 15th Street elevation. Three sign
adjustments are required for the upper level sign as it is a prohibited sign type (SMMC
9.61.180), the sign exceeds 100 SF (SMMC 9.61.190), and to continue to allow more
than two-thirds of the total allowable sign area to be facing one street (SMMC 9.61.190).
Background
The existing building and site improvements were constructed in 1973.
18ARB-0335:

At the October 1, 2018 Architectural Review Board meeting a sign
program was approved for multiple wall signs, an address sign, and a
monument sign. At the same hearing the request for an upper-level
sign of the same size and location as proposed was denied without
prejudice, leaving open the possibility of a future resubmittal.

15ARB-0047:

The Architectural Review Board approved a new entry façade and
landscaping.

12ARB-0169:

Staff approved a mechanical screening enclosure at the rear of the
building.

Project / Site Information
The subject property is located at the northwest corner of Arizona Avenue and 15th Street
and consists of a high-rise medical office building with an attached four story parking
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structure to the north. The existing building has 240 feet of frontage along 15th Street and
approximately 122 feet of frontage along Arizona Avenue. Vehicular access to the parking
structure is from 15th Street with an exit onto the alley, pedestrian entrances are provided
along both street frontages. Surrounding uses include hospital, medical office, personal
services and multi-unit residential.
The following table provides a brief summary of project data:
Zoning District / Design
Guidelines:
Parcel Area (SF):
Parcel Dimensions:
Existing On-Site
Improvements
Historic Resource
CEQA
Adjacent Zoning & Use:

Healthcare Mixed-Use (HMU) District.
30,000 SF
200’ x 150.4’
Fourteen-story medical office building with an attached
four-story parking garage.
Existing building is not listed.
Exempt pursuant to Section 15061 (b)(3)
North: Healthcare Mixed-Use (HMU) -Two-story office and
personal services buildings.
South: HMU – Medical Office Buildings.
East: MUB – Hospital.
West: Medium Density Residential (R3) – Four-story multiunit residential buildings.

Analysis
Proposed is a new upper-level sign as an addition to an existing sign program including
an address number sign, two ground floor tenant signs, parking identification, and a
monument sign to identify multiple tenants. The existing medical office building is located
within the Healthcare Mixed-Use Zoning District and is primarily surrounded with other
healthcare uses.
As proposed, more than two-thirds of the total sign area facing 15th Street and the
proposed upper-story sign both require sign adjustments. As noted above, at their
October 1, 2018 meeting the ARB denied a request for an upper-level sign while
approving the rest of the sign program. The ARB conditioned the denial to allow the sign
to be reconsidered if additional information was provided showing the sign was necessary
for wayfinding. During discussion with the applicant the history of a number of upper level
signs existing throughout the city were discussed. A brief background of some of the more
prominent upper level signs is provided in the table below.
Sign
OneWest Bank

Location
401 Wilshire Blvd.

Arclight

Santa Monica Place

Notes
First approved in 1979 prior to prohibition on upperlevel signs. Sign adjustment granted in 2010 for
refacing of sign.
Sign adjustment approved March 16, 2015 due to
unique stacking of anchor tenants (Bloomingdale’s)
and to provide visibility from 4th Street off-ramp of I10.
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Bloomingdale’s

Santa Monica Place

Days Inn
Comfort Inn

3007 Santa Monica Blvd.
2815 Santa Monica Blvd.

Charmont

330 California Ave.

The Sovereign

205 Washington Ave.

The Georgian

1415 Ocean Ave.

Sears

302 Colorado Ave.

Sign adjustment approved July 19, 2010 to provide
visibility from 4th Street off-ramp of I-10 over existing
street trees.
No approvals found for upper-level signs.
Permit issued to remove upper-level / roof signs and
replace with conforming signs on March 13, 2019.
Sign predates prohibition of upper-level signs.
Building is on the National Register of Historic
Places. Sign is listed as meritorious.
Sign predates prohibition of upper-level signs.
Building is on the National Register of Historic
Places. Sign is listed as meritorious.
Sign predates prohibition of upper-level signs.
Building is listed as a local landmark. Sign is listed
as meritorious.
Sign predates prohibition of upper-level signs.
Building is listed as a local landmark. Signs are
listed as meritorious.

Of the signs for which approval could be found only the signs for Bloomingdale’s and
Arclight were originally installed with sign adjustments after the prohibition of upper-level
signs. The Arclight sign, the higher of the two, is located roughly 60 feet above the ground.
As a rectangular building on a flat rectangular lot, there are no unique physical or
topographic circumstances that prevent the applicant from achieving similar sign visibility
to neighboring buildings with Code-compliant signage. Additionally, allowing an upperlevel sign at this location would afford the applicant a special privilege inconsistent with
limitations imposed on similarly zoned properties. Placing a sign at the top of the fourteenstory building would create significantly more sign visibility than is afforded other buildings
in the area, and may set a precedent for the use of upper-level signs on other similar
uses.
Continuing to allow more than two-thirds of the sign area along 15th street may be
appropriate as 15th Street is the longer façade and there are multiple entrances along this
elevation.
Staff recommends that the Architectural Review Board review and provide direction to
relocate and reduce the proposed upper-level and over-sized sign to comply with the Sign
Code. Potential sign locations may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Relocate to the top of the five story parking structure fronting 15th Street.
The sign band included in the sign program for the ground floor tenants along 15th
Street;
Converting the proposed multi-tenant monument sign into a single sign for the
primary tenant;
Above the main entry;
On the Arizona Avenue elevation on a similar sign band to that approved on 15th
Street.
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Multi-tenant Building
Existing
Sign Program

SIGN AREA CALCULATIONS
Yes
Yes

Permitted Sign Area

360 SF (240’ building address frontage x 1.5 for corner lot)

Existing Sign Area
(allowed by sign
program)

2x 26.6 SF, ground floor tenant signs. (32” H x 120” W)
69.5 SF, parking identification sign (32” H x 312” W)
42 SF, monument sign (61” H x 66” W x 1.5)
16.66 SF, address identification (30” H x 80” W)
133 SF, upper-level sign (63.6” H x 305.5” W)

Proposed Sign Area

------------------------------------314.36 SF Total Proposed Including Sign Program
Compliance

No. As proposed the combined sign area along 15th Street is
greater than two-thirds of the total allotted sign area.
Additionally, the proposed upper-level sign is not permitted.

Findings
Required Findings for Approval of a Sign Adjustment:
In order to assure adequate business identification, a variance from any nonstructural
provision of this Chapter may be granted upon the filing of an application for sign
adjustment and subject to the findings below. If the Board wishes to approve the sign
adjustment the following findings can be used:
1. The strict application of the provisions of this Chapter would result in practical
difficulties or unnecessary hardships for the business or property owner which
would be inconsistent with the purposes of this Chapter and which would arise
from unique physical or topographic circumstances or conditions of project design
as the health care use requires additional wayfinding and visibility;
2. The granting of the requested variance would not constitute a grant of special
privilege inconsistent with limitations imposed on similarly zoned properties or
inconsistent with the purposes of the zoning regulations, in that the location of a
medical use and emergency care warrants special consideration;
3. The granting of the requested variance would not be incompatible with other
nearby signs, other elements of street and site furniture and with adjacent
structures. Compatibility shall be determined by the relationships of the elements
of form, proportion, scale, color, materials, surface treatment, overall sign size and
the size and style of lettering in that there are other existing similar signs in the
City;
4. The granting of the variance would not be inconsistent with the purposes of this
Chapter.
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Impact on Historic Resources
The subject property is not listed on the City’s Historic Resources Inventory.
Code Compliance
This application has been preliminarily reviewed for compliance with the base district’s
development standards which address aspects of the plan that could result in significant
changes to the project’s design. A complete code-compliance review will not occur until
the application is submitted for plan check. Any significant changes to the design
subsequent to any ARB approval will require Board approval.
CEQA Status
The project is categorically exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to Section 15311 (a), Class 11, of the State Implementation
CEQA Guidelines in that the project involves the construction or replacement of minor
accessory structures (on premise signs) to existing commercial, industrial or institutional
facilities.
Summary
Staff recommends that the Architectural Review Board consider the project as proposed
or provide suggestions to the applicant for a more appropriate sign program and sign
plans. If the Board chooses to approve the project as presented they may choose to adopt
the findings above and conditions below:
CONDITIONS:
1.

This approval shall expire in six months from the date of approval or six months
from the date a certificate of occupancy is granted for construction-related projects.
All conditions of approval and the final inspection process must be completed
within this timeframe.

2.

The existing sign program shall be updated to include the plans dated April 12,
2019 as modified by these conditions, a copy of which shall be maintained in the
files of the City Planning Division. Future signs shall be consistent with such plans,
except as otherwise specified in these conditions of approval. Exposed conduit,
wiring or transformers are not permitted. Conductors, transformer and other
equipment shall be concealed within the building and sign.

3.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall revise project
drawings or provide additional and/or supplemental drawings and/or details to
provide details of the proposed trach enclosure and add additional landscape
plantings subject to staff review and approval.

4.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall demonstrate that the
plans comply with all applicable provisions of the Zoning Ordinance. Significant
changes to a project’s design shall require review and approval of the Architectural
Review Board. Minor changes may be approved administratively pursuant to all
applicable guidelines.
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The Architectural Review Board’s approval, conditions of approval, or denial of this
application may be appealed to the Planning Commission if the appeal is filed with the
Zoning Administrator within ten consecutive days following the date of the Architectural
Review Board’s determination in the manner provided in SMMC 9.61.100.

Attachments
A.
Applicant’s Submittal Material
f:\cityplanning\share\arb\stfrpt\sr19\19arb-0054 (1260 15th st) sign adjust & program.docx
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Permit Drawings

UCLA
Health
1260 15th Street, Santa Monica CA 90404
The Construction shall not restrict a five-foot clear and unobstructed
access to any water or power distribution facilities (power poles, pull-boxes,
transformers, vaults, pumps, valves, meters, appurtenances, etc.)or to the
location of the hook-up. The workers and the construction shall not be
within ten feet of any power lines--whether or not the lines are located
on the property. Otherwise, clearance from DWP is required. call
213-367-0562

www.takotyko.com

Sign 1 - Push Through “UCLA” Letters Illuminated Cabinet. Front Lit Channel Letters with Metal Retainer

UCLA Health Exterior Sign
1260 15th Street
Santa Monica CA 90404
Kyle Whiteley
L. Moreno
7-31-2017

Dimensions
Sq. Ft. = 135.7’
Qty -1

UCLA Health - Santa Monica Exterior Sign - Permit Drawings

25’ - 5.5”
101.16”

(305.5”)

1. 8-1-2017
2. 12-17-2018
3. 2-11-2019
4. 2-19-2019

14.625”

13.125”

5’- 4”
(64”)

3’-1.75”
(37.75”)

30.45”

13.125”
14.625”

11 - 6 1/2”
(138.5”)

13’ -11” (167”)

“Health” Colors

“UCLA” Colors
1/2” Translucent
White Acrylic

12 - 8 3/8”
(152.375”)

.080” Aluminum
Paint to Match PMS 279

3/16” Translucent
White Acrylic

1/2” Retainer on the Face
Aluminum Painted White

.063” Retainers
on the Face
Painted White

.080” Aluminum Backs
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Sign 1 - Push Through “UCLA” Letters Illuminated Cabinet. Front Lit Channel Letters with Metal Retainer
“UCLA” Logo - Side View
3/8” X 8” All Thread with Washers and Nuts
Qty - 4 on Top

Push Through Cabinet Specs

Face: .090” Routed Out Aluminum Face W/ 1/2“ White
Acrylic and Vinyl Overlays
Return: .080” Aluminum
Back: .080” ALuminum

.080” Aluminum Returns
Aluminum Retainer on the Face

Illumination
Disconnect
Switch

1/2” White
Translucent Acrylic

Power Supply

Type: LED
Transformer: Self Contained
Input - 120-220 VAV -0.26-.063 Amp
Output - 2.1 - 3.3 VDC - 2 x 5 Amp Circuit

Mounting
Junction Box
6500K White LED’s

12V Output

3/8” X 8“ All Thread with Washers and Nuts - Qty - 4 on Top
3/8” x 5” Butterfly Bolt - Qty - 3 on Bottom

UCLA Health Exterior Sign
1260 15th Street
Santa Monica CA 90404
Kyle Whiteley
L. Moreno
7-31-2017

.080” Aluminum Back
4”

Dedicated electrical and astronomical
timer BY OTHERS is required for the
sign by city code.

3/8” x 5” Butterfly Bolt
Qty - 3 on Bottom

“Health” - Side View

Letter Specs

Face: 3/16” Clear Acrylic
Return: .080” Aluminum
Back: .080” Aluminum

5/16” x 2” Wood Screws
Min 6 Per Letter - more as needed

UCLA Health - Santa Monica Exterior Sign - Permit Drawings

1. 8-1-2017
2. 12-17-2018
3. 2-11-2019
4. 2-19-2019

Illumination

Type: LED
Power Supply: Behind the Wall
Input - 120-220 VAV -0.26-.063 Amp
Output - 2.1 - 3.3 VDC - 2 x 5 Amp Circuit

.080” Aluminum Returns
Metal Trim on the Face

Disconnect
Switch

3/16” White
Translucent Acrylic

Power Supply

Mounting

Flex Connectors, Flex Conduit
6-8 of 5/16” x 2” Wood Screws

6500K White LED’s
Junction Box
12V Output
.080” Aluminum Back

4”

Dedicated electrical and astronomical
timer BY OTHERS is required for the
sign by city code.
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Sign 1 - Electrical Access

Edge of Tile Area

Edge of Tile Area

ACCESS AREA

UCLA Health Exterior Sign
1260 15th Street
Santa Monica CA 90404

45”

Kyle Whiteley

Center Line

L. Moreno
7-31-2017

UCLA Health - Santa Monica Exterior Sign - Permit Drawings

NO ACCESS AREA

1. 8-1-2017
2. 12-17-2018
3. 2-11-2019
4. 2-19-2019
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Site Plan
Night Simulation

UCLA Health Exterior Sign
1260 15th Street
Santa Monica CA 90404
Kyle Whiteley
L. Moreno
7-31-2017

UCLA Health - Santa Monica Exterior Sign - Permit Drawings

123’ Frontage

1. 8-1-2017
2. 12-17-2018
3. 2-11-2019
4. 2-19-2019

1

SIGN 1

250’ Frontage
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Sign 1 - Push Through “UCLA” Letters Illuminated Cabinet. Front Lit Channel Letters with Metal Retainer

156’ To Grade
UCLA Health Exterior Sign
1260 15th Street
Santa Monica CA 90404
Kyle Whiteley
L. Moreno
7-31-2017

UCLA Health - Santa Monica Exterior Sign - Permit Drawings

1. 8-1-2017
2. 12-17-2018
3. 2-11-2019
4. 2-19-2019

250’ Frontage
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